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Abstract--Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an important
and necessary component in ensuring network security that
involves separation of attacks and Non-attacks. Support
Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most popular tools for
solving general classification problems because of its high
prediction accuracy. However, the training phase of nonlinear
kernel based SVM algorithm is a computationally expensive
task, especially for large datasets. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm to solve large classification problems based on
parallel SVM. The system utilizes powerful GPU device and
Multithreading to improve the speed performance of SVM
training phases. Initial experiments done with KDD CUP 1999
dataset show that the training time of SVM is shortened and
the detection accuracy obtained by our method is exactly same
or more than as that obtained by serial SVM.
Keywords--Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Graphics Processor Unit(GPU), Parallel,
Cascade, Multithreading

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapidly growing connectivity of the
Internet, networked computer systems are increasingly
playing vital roles in our modern society. While the Internet
has brought great benefits to this society, it has also made
critical systems vulnerable to malicious attacks. Since a
preventive approach such as firewall is not sufficient to
provide sufficient security for a computer system, intrusion
detection systems (IDS) are introduced as a second line of
defense. IDS can detect and identify intrusion behavior or
intrusion attempts in a computer system by monitoring and
analyzing network packet or system audit log, and then
send intrusion alerts to system administrators in real time.
This analysis of network packet is basically classification
task to separate out attacks and non-attacks. Mostly
machine learning tasks are used for this classification
process.
The goal of machine learning is discovering,
learning, and then adapting to the situations that may
change, thus, making improvements in the machine
performance. In the intrusion detection field, the input of
the references is applied in the machine learning algorithms
so that they can learn the attack patterns. After that, the

algorithms are used in the unknown input attacks for
performing the actual detection process [1]. Some of the
known approaches of machine learning are Artificial Neural
Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [2].
Out of many available machine learning
approaches SVM is most popular because of its high
prediction accuracy. SVM is based on statistical learning
theory, the learning algorithm can solve the small sample
learning problems. Using characteristics of SVM, we can
extract features and class data, distinguish normal and
abnormal data in order to take effective steps to prevent the
system from further infringement.
When learning samples set are small, SVM
appears to be best approach available but when datasets are
larger SVM training consumes large amount of time. This
limitation of SVM can affect IDS to great extent [3]. To
overcome this limitation use of GPU is proposed which can
process SVM training algorithm on different cores
simultaneously. GPUs have become faster and more
efficient than traditional CPUs in certain types of
computations because of its ability to make parallel
operations [4]. Also Multithreading can significantly
improve training process by dividing dataset into smaller
chunks and processing them individually.
In this paper we propose an algorithm which
divides large datasets into smaller chunks and then
processes these smaller chunks in parallel. We are trying to
minimize time required for SVM training using GPU and
multithreading approach.
In this paper we take KDD CUP 1999 dataset
which is a large dataset containing different types of
intrusion types and their features. We apply Cascade SVM
approach to process it in parallel in order to get minimum
training time for training SVM.
II. RELATED BACKGROUND
A. Support Vector Machine
Intrusion detection is a classification problem in
essential. It aims to distinguish normal and abnormal
examples with detection algorithm. Support Vector
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Machine tries to find an optimization hyper-plane, which
can classify the examples into two categories in the feature
space [4].
Given training example:
(x1, y1),...,(xl, yl), x ϵ Rd, y ϵ {+l,-l},
l is the number of training example, d is the dimension of
the example feature, X= x1, x2,. . . ,xd , y is the class label.
If y equal to 1, the corresponding example is normal, else if
the label is -1, the corresponding example is abnormal.
According to the SVM algorithm, for linear separable
problem, there is an optimal separating hyper-plane
(decision boundary) to classify two class examples. The
optimal separating hyper-plane can be described as:
𝜔. 𝑥 + 𝑏 = 0
Here ω is weight and the normal direction of the hyperplane, b is a bias. The process of solving this hyper-plane,
can be considered as, for a given training dataset, seeking
weight ω and bias b under some constrains condition to get
a minimal cost function:
𝑛
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s.t. yi(𝜔. 𝑥 + 𝑏) – 1 >= 0
Where, C is a penalty coefficient, 𝜉 is a relax variable, 𝜉i >
0 [5].
Let a = a1,a2,..,al, be the nonnegative Lagrange multipliers,
one for each inequality constraints in Eq.(1) The solution to
Eq.(1) is equal to the solution to the constrained quadratic
optimization problem using the Wolfe dual theory as:
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Where 𝛼𝑖 are the Lagrange multipliers. If 𝛼𝑖 > 0, the
corresponding example is called support vector (SV). The
decision function is:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑔𝑛{∑𝑙𝑖=1 α∗ 𝑦𝑖 (𝑥. 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏 ∗ )
sgn() is a sign function, if 𝑓(𝑥) > 0, the example belongs to
normal class, if 𝑓(𝑥) < 0, the example belongs to abnormal
class and if 𝑓(𝑥) = 0, user can classify it freely. For linear
non-separable problem, the training examples in input space
X can be mapped into a high dimension space H by kernel
function:
K(xi , xj) = ϕ(x). ϕ(y)
then linear classifier in this high dimension space H can be
constructed [5].
A number of CPU-based implementations of the
SVM methodology are publicly available today. LIBSVM,
SVM light, mySVM and TinySVM are only some
examples. LIBSVM is one of the most complete
implementations, providing many options and state-of-theart performance [6]. Therefore, it has become the SVM
implementation of choice for a large part of the research
community. Thus, it was chosen as the basis of our work on
GPU implementation of parallel SVMs.

B. Graphics Processor Unit
The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a
massively parallel device. It is proved to have excellent
performance on floating point calculations, which is even
more efficient than multi-core CPUs. The GPU is capable
of processing the large amounts of data required to perform
the classification and detection tasks very quickly. Many
scholars have used GPU to speed up applications. NVIDIA
has introduced a programming framework for their GPUs,
which is Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
[7]. We can use it to take the advantage of the NVIDIA
GPUs’ architecture.
There are some SVM implementations offering
many functions including different kernels, multiclass
classification and cross-validation. LIBSVM is one of the
famous SVM implementations which provides different
SVM types of classification and regression. It also contains
the most popular kernel function such as the linear function,
the polynomial function and the radial basis function. Many
researches are conducted using LIBSVM. It also provides
GPU-accelerated LIBSVM which is a modification of
the original LIBSVM that exploits the CUDA framework to
significantly reduce processing time while producing
identical results [8].
III. RELATED WORK
In this section we provide currently available
methods to process parallel SVM, use of GPU for training
SVM to reduce time required. We also focus on approaches
that can be used to modify currently available methods to
get better results.
Xueqin Zhang, Yifeng Zhang, Chunhua Gu have
worked on GPU implementation of parallel SVM [9]. They
have proposed algorithm GSVM that makes use of GPU to
reduce training time. Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) only allows a subset containing two samples to be
optimized at each step hence training time increases. They
have come up with parallel SMO algorithm to improve
training time. They have used Scatter-Parallel-ReduceGather (SPRG) parallel reduction method to get results
from different memory blocks of GPU into one final block.
They have achieved great results in terms of speed up and
accuracy. Hans Peter Graf, Eric Cosatto, Leon Bottou, Igor
Durdanovic, Vladimir Vapnik have proposed an algorithm
where Instead of analyzing the whole training set in one
optimization step, the data are split into subsets and
optimized separately with multiple SVMs [10]. The partial
results are combined and filtered again in a next set of
SVMs, until best results are achieved. Qi Li, Raied Salman,
Vojislav Kecman they propose an intelligent system to
solve large classification problems based on parallel SVM
[3]. The system utilizes the latest powerful GPU device to
improve the speed performance of SVM training and
predicting phases. All these techniques have great
algorithms to parallelize SVM and achieve speed up using
GPU. Drawback in these methods is either using only GPU
or only parallel algorithm but not combining these two
approaches where combination of these two approaches can
lead to even higher speedup.
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IV. METHODOLOGY
Proposed methodology uses parallel SVM
algorithm which divides large dataset into smaller chunks to
be processed in parallel. It uses layered approach towards
processing such large datasets where only support vectors
from previous layer are passed onto next layer thus
discarding unnecessary data points to get accurate results
while building SVM model required for prediction. It uses
multithreading to process data faster on serial machine so
even if we don’t use GPU it gives us significant speedup.
Though we have combined this multithreading approach
with GPU implementation to benefit from both approaches
and achieve even higher speedup.

Figure 1: Schematics of Parallel SVM Architecture
If we see the Figure 1 there are different levels in
SVM training involved where two SVMs from upper level
pass on their Support Vectors to the next level and so on up
to last level where only support vectors are present and to
improve accuracy of SVM we again send these support
vectors to first level and repeat the process until desired
accuracy is obtained.
A. Proposed Algorithm of Parallel SVM
Here, Training Data DT, Support Vector Machine SVM i,
Support Vectors Set in current iteration SVs, Support
Vector Set in previous iteration SVs ' and Threshold ɛ
denotes minimum change in no. of Support Vectors
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

The original complete training set DT is divided into
2n subsets where n = 1, 2,.., n
Original SVM training problem is decomposed into 2 n
sub-problems. 2n sub-problems are resolved with
parallel SVM. 2n sub-classifiers and 2n subsets of
support vectors are generated.
2n support vector sets are combined in groups of two
for next step
New classifiers are obtained through SVM algorithm
with 2n-1 new training sets. 2n-1 new results and support
vector sets are generated.
Repeat step 2 until only remaining one support vector
set SVs.
If, |SVs ' – SVs| <= ɛ
Terminate
Else
Return to step 2

Example depicted in Figure 1
1. n = 2 therefore DT is divided into 4 subsets namely
DT1, DT2, DT3, DT4 and apply it to SVM1, SVM2, SVM3,
SVM4
2. 2n subsets of support vectors SVs1, SVs2, SVs3, SVs4
are generated
3. SVM1 and SVM2, SVM3 and SVM4 are combined.
4. 2n-1 new results and support vector sets are generated
SVM5 and SVM6
5. Only one SVs SVs7 is remaining
6. Continue iterations until desired results are achieved
i.e. if ɛ = 50 then |SVs ' – SVs| should be greater than
50 to go for another iteration.
B. Dataset
To train and test the parallel SVM model
generated by the proposed algorithm, a standard data set is
required. We have used KDD CUP ’99 and NSL-KDD
(improved version of KDD CUP ’99) dataset [12]. Both
these datasets are standardized and freely available on the
internet. This dataset contains information about 22 types of
network attacks. Each record in this dataset has 41 features
and a class label depicting type of attack. We have used this
dataset since it has a large number of records, nearly half a
million records, and so we can verify if the proposed
algorithm can create an efficient model and is fast enough
for a large training dataset also it can fully utilize potential
of GPU if the dataset is large enough.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Experiment Environment
For Linear SVM we have used LIBSVM version
3.21 which happens to be most widely used SVM library.
For making use of GPU to train SVM we have used GPUaccelerated LIBSVM which has LIBSVM accelerated with
GPU using the CUDA Framework. For parallel
implementation of Parallel algorithm we have taken
multithreading approach where multiple threads are
assigned to different SVMs for training them
simultaneously. In our experiment, the CPU is Intel i3-core
E5500 with a frequency of 3.30GHz. The GPU is NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 750 ti. The memory capacity is 2 GB, the
number of multiprocessors is 16, the number of cores
(stream processors) is 640, multiprocessors shared memory
size is 16KB, and memory bandwidth is 86.4 GB/S. The
integrated development environment is Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 with CUDA SDK 6.5.
Table 1: Training Time (in sec) for different datasets for
serial execution
Dataset
CPU Training
Time (in sec)
KDD CUP ‘99
9890
KDD CUP ’99 10% 858
NSL-KDD
323
NSL-KDD 20%
78
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Table 2: Training Time (in sec) for different datasets for
varying partitions using parallel SVM approach
Dataset
Parallel SVM (Multithreading)
(time in sec)
Number of Partitions
4
8
16
32
64
128
256

Table 4: Speed Up for different datasets for varying
partitions using parallel SVM approach
Dataset
Parallel SVM (Multithreading)
(Speed Up)
Number of Partitions
4
8
16
32
64
128

256

KDD

3130

2740

2660

2430

2280

2310

2300

KDD

3.1

3.6

3.7

4.0

4.2

4.3

4.3

KDD 10%
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
20%

76
28
18

48
17
16

36
15
14

21
14
12

15
11
9

14
10
9

13
11
9

KDD 10%
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
20%

11.2
11.5
4.3

17.8
19.0
4.8

23.8
21.5
5.5

40.8
23.0
6.5

57.2
29.3
8.6

61.2
32.3
8.6

66
29.3
8.6

Table 3: Training Time (in sec) for different datasets for
varying partitions using parallel SVM and GPU approach
Dataset

4

Parallel SVM (Multithreading) + GPU
(time in sec)
Number of Partitions
8
16
32
64
128
256

KDD

2890

2620

2460

2380

2340

2270

2290

KDD 10%
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
20%

67
23
15

39
15
13

28
13
12

20
11
11

14
10
11

11
10
10

11
10
12

Figure 4: Speed Up for different datasets for varying size
of partitions (Parallel SVM + GPU)
Table 5: Speed Up for different datasets for varying
partitions using parallel SVM and GPU approach
Dataset
Parallel SVM (Multithreading)
(Speed Up)
Number of Partitions
4
8
16
32
64
128

Figure 2: Training time (in sec) for different datasets for
varying size of partitions (Parallel SVM)

256

KDD

3.4

3.7

4.0

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.3

KDD 10%
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
20%

12.8
14.0
5.2

22
24.8
6.0

30.6
26.9
6.5

42.9
29.3
7.0

61.2
29.3
7.0

78
32.3
7.8

78
26.9
8.6

Figure 5: Speed Up for different datasets for
size of partitions (Parallel SVM + GPU)

varying

Figure 3: Training time (in sec) for different datasets for
varying size of partitions (Parallel SVM + GPU)
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B. Analysis of Results
Figure 2 indicates relationship between No. of
Partitions and Time elapsed when we use only Parallel
SVM algorithm(Multithreading), we can observe that time
required for larger dataset is significantly greater than that
of smaller dataset but as the no. of partitions grow time
required for training SVM has no significant difference
regardless of the size of dataset. Figure 3 is similar to that
of Figure 2 only little less time is required for training
because GPU plays important role in making training faster.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 indicate relationship
between No. of Partitions and Speed Up, we can easily see
that speed up for two datasets which contains large amount
of records is better as No. of partitions grow but for
smallest and largest dataset speedup is lesser. Accuracy
remains almost same for all of the datasets and also for all
number of partitions.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this proposed approach we have applied Parallel
SVM algorithm along with GPU acceleration for training
SVM for Intrusion Detection. Both these approaches
provide great results. Parallel SVM algorithm uses
Multithreading approach which trains different SVMs
simultaneously. While training Parallel SVM and its GPU
implementation we found that for moderately larger
datasets time required for training decreases as No. of
partitions are increased. Speed Up achieved in comparison
with sequential SVM can reach to higher levels. In future
this technique can be used for various applications where
classification is major task.
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